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Marriage equality is essential to ensure a truely equal Australia and end ALL discrimination, i 
personaly do not want my partner and i to have to go another day being denied human rights to 
marry,we planned to have gotton married last october but where denied that right by our own 
government, we are verry committed people and considering the high rates of divorce amoungst hetro 
sexuals i thinks its rather sad that certain sectors and people put down and make horrible lies about 
same sex marriages and what it will do to marriage when nothing proves it would be a bad thing to 
legalise, i do not want our daughters to be brought up in a ciuntry where the government says its ok to 
denie human rights and promote discrimination. its hypocritical for groups and governments to claim 
to be of non discriminatory views yet will not back same sex marriage, allot of gay hate groups like the 
queensland australian christian lobby have spread lies and hate about same sex relationships and 
campbell newman and his party along with the nationals have backed them hate filled views, the 
australian christian lobby spent 90% of their funds last year trying to stop marriage equality rather 
than spending money on homeless people and abuse victims. Its time Australia becomes fully equal 
and once these laws for equality are in place they must be iorn clad and protected as certain political 
members like tony abbott will do anything to destroy them rights. We pay taxes yet are excluded from 
human rights that every hetrosexual human has, we are denied the same legal rights and benifets 
married couples have, its time homophobias biggest fuel to the fire, anti marriage equality ends and 
full equality is instilled into australian life to end the poison that is discrimination against the LGTBIP 
community and the government MUST back this along with the 64% of Australians who want 
equality,listen to the people who put you in power and stop the suicides amoungst the LGBTIP 
community, stop the hate crimes and deaths. 


